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Five top rated true stories
True Stories you may like...
1.) The Disappearance of

persons name

man who had a striking resemblance to

climbing into his

on a

part of body

2.)

verb with ING

from top government

3.) The

man or woman

persons name

Noun - Plural

- An exclusive look inside the planet where secret

,

-headed

Number

Noun

working as a

. His biological father died from a

Noun - Plural

verb with ING

member of family - sister

and killing helpless

and a beautiful landscape of

Animal (plural)

that never goes down.

something earthly - moon tree cloud

Behind the

place

to a

s take place. There you will discover another life form of

occupation

to live with his

place

food

planet

, a boy who lived in a world of

was on the streets of

year old

until students found her

Adjective

outside campus.

trees and a

verb with ING

transportation

Noun

beings,

Adjective

Number

home one monday evening. She said yes,

verb with ING

and was announced

same transportation

,a

Year

, offered a ride home in his

celebrity

college student who was

Adjective

- In

persons name

- Tells the

Adjective

and

Noun - Plural

occupation

liquid

story of little
Noun - Plural

, whose mother

and giving up her child for a bag of
overdose and the boy was sent to

. Things spiraled out of control when the boy turned to
Animal (plural)

for fun.

4.) A Retreat in

place

nightmare for

Year

- The place that seemed so

Adjective

and her

persons name

,

Number

Gone

. They won a 6 day

everything was going to be

husband

Adjective

night trip to the exotic island thinking

Number

one night while

the bodies of the couple, nor did they find the

Number

trip to

country

eldest sister,
persons name

sisters were found
color

Sisters and a

Noun

which started out
persons name

. They grabbed the wife and

verb with ING

, said she felt

Noun

- A heartAdjective

Adjective

plural shape

Noun - Plural

verb with ING

but later turned
after eating
verb

in their hotel beds. Their faces had turned
. Was it
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Adjective

. They never found

.

, said it was probably just nothing and to take a
Adjective

on January

persons name

threatened the husband that they would kill her if he didn't give them his

5.)

turned into a

, but what they were not expecting was to run into a group of

Adjective

group of people - teachers campers children etc

Adjective

story about 2 sisters who took a
Adjective

food

. It began when the
. Her sister,

. When morning came, both
color

? That is the question we keep

with little
verb with ING

.

